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Detail from Orbis Sensualium Pictus (e Visible World), Johann Amos Comenius 1659
Translated by Charles Hoole, Teacher of a Private Grammar School in Lothbu, London
He ‘picketh a the best things out of them into his own Manual, […] marks them […] with a dash […] or a lile star.’

Dear Readers,
The student in the illustration from Comenius’s Orbis is noting down texts in his
manual or commonplace book. He works alone in a study by night. Unable to aﬀord a
wax taper he has set an oval green screen between his source of light, a tallow candle,
and his face, as he wants to protect his eyes from the spitting and smoking of the candle.
This unassuming image from 1659 gives an insight into seventeenth century reading
and studying practices. Comenius’s book was designed with the intention of teaching
children Latin, made easy by the use of pictures. He uses a device in which he attaches
numbers or letters to objects in the illustration and then uses them in the texts with
accompanying descriptions. Comenius’s name is a byword for educational programmes
in schools all over Europe. Reading and writing in early modern England were not
straightforward. Tallow candles were a trial; made from animal fat, they were foul
smelling and would spit. It is not unusual to ﬁnd evidence of them left on manuscripts
or books of the period. How common was the green glass screen? Comenius wrote
about everyday familiar objects, so we may conclude that this was not uncommon.
Some think the screen was a precursor of the lamp shade. Green glass had a particular
signiﬁcance in the seventeenth century and was believed to be soothing and protective
of the eyes. Samuel Pepys purchased a pair of spectacles with green glass lenses from
John Turlington, a spectacle maker in Cornhill. He hoped the green tint might help his
tired eyes to recover from long hours working by candlelight. A scholar in early modern
England would set about his studies diﬀerently from one today. Quills could be
purchased in bundles and ink was ready prepared by the stationers. However, most
scholars would have cut their own quills to suit their hands and style of writing and
would have made ink to a number of recipes; these would have included a standard ink
as well as one of excellent quality.
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Richard Baxter
A study of Richard Baxter’s use of
writing paper and writing tools is
underway. Baxter was a proliﬁc writer,
his ideas ran as readily as the ink from
his quill. Baxter’s reading, as is clear from
his Treatises, aﬀected his own writing
and he added annotations, marginalia
and reﬁned his ideas. He was not a party
man and consequently is hard to bracket.
We may ask what were Baxter’s scholarly
habits? Did he rise early to work or was
he, like Comenius’s student, working late
in the evening.

Packing paper in bales. Reproduced from an engraving
by Jan Luyken (1649-1712)

There are no signs of candle wax on his papers, whereas such evidence is apparent on
other scholars' manuscripts. Did he purchase his own ink or, like many of his
generation, prepare it himself? How and where did he buy his paper? What does his
handwriting tell us about him? The coming Baxter Workshop will include a paper on
Material Evidence: Paper and Ink.
http://www.english.qmul.ac.uk/drwilliams/events/w2014.html
The conservator will be giving a twenty minute talk on the use of paper, quills
and ink in the seventeenth century, in particular with reference to Richard Baxter. After
working very closely with Baxter’s scholarly papers over the best part of two years, it
is possible to show what sort of habits he developed. The question of dating by using
watermarks will also be addressed.

Professor Nicholas Pickwoad: The History of European Bookbinding 1450-1820
In recent years Professors Mirjam Foot and Nicholas Pickwoad have worked hard
to put the history of bookbinding ﬁrmly on the bibliographer's curriculum. Foot has
concentrated on decorated bindings and mainly those made for the aristocratic and
wealthy book owner, while Pickwoad has concentrated on book structures, favouring
everyday, ordinary bookbindings. Both scholars have taught regularly on the History
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of the Book MA at the Institute of English Studies, covering the history of bookbinding
throughout Europe. Foot has recently retired from teaching, but continues to write on
her beloved subject. Pickwoad continues his work teaching the History of Bookbinding
and is the director of the Ligatus Research Centre, University of Arts, London,
(http://www.ligatus.org.uk), which will eventually prove a unique resource for
conservators, librarians, archivists and all those with an interest in the history of the
book. He is familiar with a range of bindings from Dr Williams’s Library and has used
some of these in his teaching over a number of years.
The DWL Adopt scheme website is now online: dwlibadopt.org
It has taken a while to consolidate my ideas on how to manage an adopt scheme.
Careful consideration has gone into selecting materials for conservation and
investigating the work of a variety of conservators with appropriate specialisms. I have
tried to select a range of manuscript items that can be conserved for modest sums,
although several items will require greater expenditure. A variety of manuscript diaries,
commonplace books and notebooks will all be available. The planned programme of
adoption has now developed beyond my initiative, with adopters selecting material of
particular interest to them. Clearly DWL
has already among its supporters many
who want to study dissenting culture and
are happy to promote the care of our
collections. The photograph (right) is of
Rachael Smither, my colleague, who has
worked on conserving a number of items
for the Adopt Scheme. She is at present
having a little time oﬀ as she has given
birth to a little girl called Mia Violet
Ward. We look forward to her return.
Dust Colloquium
Dust poses a diﬃcult challenge to many libraries. Cleaning books is time
consuming and potentially damaging. With the extent of conservation problems at Dr
Williams's Library we have carefully to select what sort of programme of work is
manageable. With no archivist, our work will inevitably move at a slower rate.
A fundamental problem yet to be addressed is the dust in the original iron ﬂoored
library. I have been corresponding with preventive conservators at both the British
Library and the Institute of Sustainable Heritage. This led to my being invited to a dust
colloquium run by Dr Matija Strlic and Josep Grau-Bove. This event concentrated on
recent research on particulate matter in heritage environments and was motivated by
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several advances in research, chieﬂy dealing with the chemical analysis of particles and
their eﬀect on surfaces, new approaches to monitoring and sampling, and progress in
computational simulation. It aimed to explore new questions and opportunities that
have arisen from this research. The main concern of the day was dust particles, their
size and the damage they cause to collections. The event gave an opportunity to place
recent research, carried out in collaboration between the UCL Centre for Sustainable
Heritage, English Heritage, Historic Royal Palaces and the Wellcome Trust, into a wider
perspective. Conservation is about the careful management of change and this
colloquium reﬂected this. Thoughtless cleaning is potentially very harmful: our
programme of cleaning must be managed sensitively. My ﬁrst aim is to work out how
much metal our ancient dust contains and this will inform on future work.
Jane Giscombe
August 2014
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